EARLY AMERICAN HISTORY

Colonial; Native American
David D. Hall. *Worlds of Wonder, Days of Judgment.*
Robert V. Remini. *Andrew Jackson and his Indian Wars.*

Revolution
John Ferling. *A Leap in the Dark: The Struggle to Create the American Republic.*
Francis Jennings. *The Creation of America: Through Revolution to Empire.*
David McCullough. *John Adams.*

Gender

Foreign Affairs, The West
Robert W. Johannsen and Miguel A. González Quiroga, in *Dueling Eagles: Reinterpreting the U.S.–Mexican War.*

Slavery, Reconstruction, Race
Louis P. Masur. *1831, Year of Eclipse.*
James Sidbury. *Ploughshares Into Swords: Race, Rebellion, and Identity in Gabriel’s Virginia, 1730–1810.*

Civil War
Catherine Clinton. *Fanny Kemble’s Civil Wars.*
David Herbert Donald. *Lincoln.*
Michael Fellman. *Inside War: The Guerrilla Conflict in Missouri During the American Civil War.*

Atlantic World
Thomas Bender. *Rethinking American History in a Global Age.*

Peter Linebaugh & Marcus Rediker. *The Many-Headed Hydra.*


**Politics, the Media, Public Opinion**


Jeffrey L. Pasley. “*The Tyranny of Printers*”: Newspaper Politics in the Early American Republic.

Paul Starr. *The Creation of the Media: Political Origins of Modern Communications.*